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Principle Cooper Pair Box

Figure 2: Layout of the measured device showing the 
feedline, two superconducting resonators and qubit in 
the center. A gate running through an LCL filter allows for 
GHz driving whilst suppressing microwave leakage.

• The Cooper-pair box spectra is 
highly anharmonic, making it 
ideal as a two-level working 
substance for a Quantum Otto 
refrigerator.

• Since the Cooper-Pair box is 
highly sensitive to electric fields, 
we can drive it using very small 
gate voltages.
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Predicted Cooling Power

• To realize the true refrigeration device, we terminate the  resonators of the measured 
structure with normal-metal resistors, and measure and control the temperature using NIS 
probes.

• Simulate cooling power using Lindblad master equation

• We treat the two resonators as dissipators, with the rates calculated from the spectral density
of the voltage fluctuations.
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Figure 5:  (a) Predicted cooling power from simulations of the heat transport. 
Rising curves show the heat extracted from the cold bath and falling curves 
the heat deposited to the hot bath.   At high frequencies we can predict the 
appearance of quantum oscillations, where quantum coherence begins to play 
a role in the heat transport. 

Figure 3: Spectroscopy data of the qubit as 
measured with a vector network analyzer. The 
avoided crossing due to the strong coupling is 
shown clearly for (a) the “hot” resonator and (b) 
the “cold” resonator. This is the first time a charge 
sensitive qubit has been coupled to two 
superconducting resonators. These results are 
measured on a modified sample, without NIS 
thermometers and a feedline attached to the 
resonators.

Figure 4:  Heat flow 
diagram demonstrating 
the proposed operation 
of the heat engine.
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• We aim to realize a four-stroke Otto refrigerator 
cycle by cyclically coupling a charge qubit to two
superconducting resonators.

Figure 1: Cooper Pair box energy levels as 
a function of the reduced gate voltage.
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